“December’s wintery breath is already clouding the pond,
frosting the pane, obscuring summer’s memory.”
~ John Geddes, A Familiar Rain

ALL ABOUT DECEMBER
December is the twelfth month of the year in the Julian and Gregorian calendars. The ancient
Romans initially made December the tenth month of the year, but later, January and February
were added to the calendar, making December the final month of the year. In the northern
hemisphere, this month has the shortest daylight hours of the year, and it is one of the coldest
months of the winter season. Also, did you know that December starts on the same day of the
week as September and ends on the same day as April every year?

BIRTHSTONE – TURQUOISE
Turquoise has been a valued gemstone for thousands of years. Archaeologists have discovered
turquoise jewelry on the mummified bodies of queens in Egyptian tombs and in ancient burial
sites in Argentina, Peru, Mexico, and South America. The Incas commonly used the stone to
craft beads and figurines, while the Aztecs used it to make pendants and ritual masks. The
Chinese were carving it for decorative art over 3,000 years ago.
Native Americans called the stone chal-cui-hui-tal, meaning “the highest and most valued
thing in the world.” They believed the stone protected them from harm. Upon seeing a crack
in their turquoise stone, they would say, “The stone took it”—that is, the turquoise took the
force of a blow for me.

Turquoise is also often used as a love charm. Some of Shakespeare’s characters gave the stone
as a gift to earn the affection of others. In Russia, the stone is commonly used in wedding
rings.
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The Resident Council Meeting Scheduled for
November 8th was canceled.
The next Resident Council meeting will be December 14th

ALL ABOUT DECEMBER CONTINUED
FLOWER – NARCISSUS

BIRTHDAY COLORS

Narcissus, more commonly known as the daffodil,
is a beautiful flower that usually blooms in
springtime. Its lovely, delicate-looking white
petals and yellowish-orange center make it a
gardening favorite. Most believe that its name
comes from the Greek myth of Narcissus, a young
man who was so taken by his own reflection in a
pool of water that he fell in and drowned. In this
story, a daffodil sprang up from the very spot
where he had sat. Since the narcissus was often
used for a medicine, others believe that the name
is derived from the Greek word narke, which
means “numbness.”

December 1–2: Cream
People born under this color are
active, sporty, and competitive. They
don’t hold grudges and adjust easily to
new situations.

FAMOUS DECEMBER BIRTHDAYS
Bette Midler (entertainer) – December 1, 1945
Dave Brubeck (musician) – December 6, 1920
Eli Whitney (inventor) – December 8, 1765
Judi Dench (actress) – December 9, 1934
Emily Dickinson (writer) – December 10, 1830
Rita Moreno (actress) – December 11, 1931
Dave Clark (musician) – December 15, 1942
Jane Austen (author) – December 16, 1775
Ty Cobb (ballplayer) – December 18, 1886
Humphrey Bogart (actor) – December 25, 1899
Denzel Washington (actor) – December 28, 1954
Tiger Woods (golfer) – December 30, 1975
Donna Summer (singer) – December 31, 1948

December 3–12: Aqua
Aqua people can change their feelings
suddenly and easily. They are truthful
and generally believe in other people.
They like adventure and love to travel.
December 13–22: Lime
If you were born lime, you appear
calm even when you are in a stressful
situation. You can get jealous (lime
green with envy), but you are devoted.
You have the kind of personality that
makes everyone trust and like you.
December 23: Olive
Olive people are cheerful, warm,
kind, and lighthearted. They seem to
get along well with friends and family.
December 24–31: Purple
Those born purple are mysterious,
popular, and unselfish. They are
curious and easily interested in things.

WHAT’S LUCKY IN DECEMBER?
Lucky Colors: Blue and Green
Lucky Days: Tuesday and Saturday
Lucky Numbers: 2 and 8
Lucky Letters: D and R
Lucky Animal: Reindeer

DECEMBER ZODIACS
Sagittarius (The Archer)
December 1-21
Capricorn (The Horned Goat)
December 22-31

DECEMBER
RESIDENT BIRTHDAYS
CHARLES CARPENTER
GLORIA NUTT
ELIZABETH COLLINS
AGNES KRAUS
THERESA MCCART
LEONARD WOLPER
LEONARD WOLPER
RUTH KALLISH
MARION TOWN
ANTHONY MASI
WALTER WERNER
SARA KATZ-ZAROFF
MILDRED BECKER
MARY CZUPICH
FAY RAUER
NATHAN SIGAL
LILLIAN BABIASZ
BARBARA COOKE
CORINNE GREENBERG
LYNETTE GRINSPAN
THOMAS MURPHY
BARBARA COOKE
META DADDERIO

12/1
12/1
12/2
12/2
12/2
12/3
12/3
12/4
12/4
12/5
12/5
12/5
12/6
12/7
12/7
12/7
12/9
12/10
12/10
12/10
12/10
12/10
12/11

MILDRED ELIAS
MARJORIE EVERETT
CAROL WEBER
ROSELLE BRODFUEHRER
EDITH SILVERSTEIN
LOUISE LOVRENSKY
GERALD FINESTONE
ELIZABETH MCELVANEY
ALICE FANTICOLA
FLORENCE PERELMAN
FRED GLODEN
WILLIAM DOLHANSKY
THERESA KAMINSKI
CORNELIUS ANDREWS
GERALD SHAMIS
PATRICIA MARSHALL
MARVIN WEINBERG
RUTH FARRINGTON
JUSTINE OLKUS
RUTH GOLDBERG
RITA GILLEN
WILLIAM CLARK
BERNICE PELTA
SARA AVATO

12/11
12/12
12/13
12/14
12/15
12/16
12/16
12/18
12/19
12/20
12/21
12/21
12/23
12/24
12/24
12/26
12/26
12/27
12/27
12/27
12/29
12/29
12/30
12/31

CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
The holidays are upon us. As our surrounding scenery is transformed by displays of festive
lights we are reminded of the importance of religious rituals and time spent with family and
friends. Each day we are greeted with a beautiful representation of who we are and how God
has blessed us with daily opportunities to live, learn and serve with and among God’s people.
Rabbi and I wish to offer you our heartfelt thanks for all that you have shared over the last
year and the many ways in which we have grown in our ability to provide spiritual care to
members of our community. Sharing life with you is an honor and blessing as we continue to
hold you and your loved ones in prayer. May the Lord bless you and keep you. At the close of
2018 we offer you this blessing, May the Lord make his face shine upon you and be gracious
to you. May the Lord look upon you with favor and give you peace.

Happy Holidays,
Rabbi Steve & Pastor Julie

WORSHIP IN DECEMBER

ACTIVITIES IN DECEMBER

REGULAR WEEKLY WORSHIP SERVICES

CHAPLAINS CHAT

Daily Prayer at 8:40am and 3:45 pm
Mon-Fri; Chapel

Wednesdays at 10:00a - Pastor Julie; AUD
Tuesdays at 10:00a - Rabbi Steve, HC

Daily Mass at 9:00am
Mon-Fri; Chapel
9:30am on Sat; Auditorium

HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES

Prayers for Peace every
Wednesdays at 12:00pm; Chapel
Interfaith Worship Thursday at
2:00pm in Personal Care
2:45pm in Health Care
Sunday Ecumenical Worship Service at
10:45am; Chapel
Communion 1st Sunday of the month

HOLIDAY SERVICES
Advent Service December 5th, 12th and 19th
3:00pm, Chapel
Hanukkah Candle Lighting Service
Sunday, Dec. 2nd at 7:30pm
December 3rd through 9th at 3:30pm
Christmas Service of Lessons and Carols
December 25th at 10:30am; Auditorium

Dec. 3rd Hanukkah Entertainment at 2:00p;
AUD
Dec. 3rd “How and Why” with Rabbi Phil at
3:00p; GH
Dec. 5th Advent Wreath & Menorah Craft at
10:00a; AUD
Dec. 5th Latke Palooza 10:00-2:00p; GH
Dec. 5th Halle Bell Ringers, 3:00p; C
Dec. 9th Caroling with Bethesda Presbyterian
Church at 1:30P; ML
Dec. 16th Caroling, Cookies and Juice with
Alex at 1:00p; C
Dec. 17th Presentation: O Antiphons with Sr.
Anne Kelly at 2:00p; C
Dec. 19th Family Support Group, 6:00p; GH

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB – MAKING
LUNCHES
Dec.12th at 10a; New Creation Lutheran; GH
Dec.17th at 10:00a; St. Francis Inn; GH
Dec.27th at 11:00a; Jane Adams; RR

Paul’s Run Gratefully Acknowledges
the Following Tribute Gifts
In Memory of:
Rudolph Benkert

By: Ms. Ethy Gross

Paul and Brigitte Heinzel

By: Mr. and Mrs. Jim Becker

Marie Kaltenstein

By: Mrs. Joan K. Dortort

Theresa A Parrish

By:Ms. Ethy Gross

VETERAN’S DAY CELEBRATION
Paul’s Run residents who served our country gathered to celebrate Veteran’s
Day with a special luncheon on November 14th. There was special
entertainment accompanied by a presentation of certificates to commemorate
the veteran’s service to our country. We thank you again for your dedication
to American and all you have sacrificed to keep this country free!

THE FRIENDS OF PAUL'S RUN ANNUAL BAZAAR
TOTAL SALES RESULTS
Baked Goods
$515.00
Grandma’s Attic
$617.00
Jewelry
$965.00
Crafts
$221.00
General Store
$802.00
Tombola Baskets
$3,590.00

Grand Total

$6,710.00

We would like to give a sincere
thank you for all the hard work
that made the Bazaar possible.
To everyone who contributed by
purchasing items and tickets
helped to make this a
successful Bazaar.

LIBERTY NEWS--HOLIDAY HEALTH
Even though the holiday season should be a time of excitement, it can be very stressful. The
following are tips to help you stay healthy, reduce stress, and avoid the holiday blues:
1.
Eat Right—Holidays are a time to gather with friends and family and indulge in our
favorite meals and desserts. When possible, opt for lighter, healthier food options. It’s ok to
enjoy yourself, but remember, a healthy diet is about moderation.
2. Hydrate—Drink plenty of water during the holidays. Keep bottled water in your purse or
bag when running errands.
3. Drink in Moderation—Not only can drinking impair functions, but it can also have adverse
side effects if you are taking medications. Opt for alcohol-free drinks if possible.
4. Exercise—Maintain your current exercise routine. Walk a few laps while window
shopping.
5. Rest and relax—If you are traveling during the holidays, take some time to nap or relax
once you arrive at your destination. Take breaks between parties and shopping.
6. Stay involved—If you enjoy cooking and decorating, offer to cook your favorite dish or
decorate with your family and friends.
Stay safe and enjoy the holidays!

DECEMBER EVENTS
12/1 Side By Side Holiday Show 2pm
12/2 Hanukkah Celebration 2pm
12/6 Willow Grove Mall Shopping trip
12/7 Lunch and Learn
12/7 Ben & Irvs Lunch Trip
12/9 Holiday Caroling 2pm local church
12/12 Paul’s Run Singers Concert 7pm
12/13 Resident Council
12/13 Whole Foods, Steinmart, Ross Trader Joes Shopping Center
12/14 Randi’s Lunch Trip
12/15 Breakfast with Santa 930am
12/17 Delaware County Choral Society Holiday Concert 7pm
12/20 5 & Below, Marshall’s Ac Moore Shopping center
12/21 Lunch & Movie (Perkins & the Grant Theater )
12/27 Wal-Mart Shopping trip
12/28 Parx Casino trip

GENERATION GAPS AND SIMILARITIES
BY PATTY CLINE, DIRECTOR OF ADVANCEMENT
I love walking around Paul’s Run and seeing the intergenerational comradery between
residents and staff. It’s like family here. So, to take a closer look, I decided to ask staff and
residents from across all generations to share their thoughts on three survey questions. Here’s
the breakdown by generation of who responded to my not so official survey:
5 Greatest Generation ages 94 – 108
Their answers in no way define their
generations, but provide a glimpse into what’s
22
Silent Generation
ages 73 – 93
important to them. For simplicity, I’ll use “G”
10
Baby Boomers
ages 54 – 72
when describing the Generation, “S” for
3
Generation X
ages 39 – 53
Silent, “B” for Boomers, “X” for Gen X and
3
Millennials
ages 24 – 38
“M” for Millennials.
43 Total Responses

LAWRENCE WELK ANYONE
Q: What one show or movie would you say is a must see for
everyone and why?
Answers ran the gamut, each reflecting the unique personality
of the person responding.
Common themes included:
comedies because laughing is good for the soul; stories of real
life people whom we can relate to; and musicals that offer fun
and whimsical entertainment with great stories.
Many of those responding, regardless of their age, cited something nostalgic from their
younger years. For one G, that was The Lawrence Welk Show, and for an M, Lion King. I
wonder how many M’s even know who Lawrence Welk is.

The Wizard of Oz garnered multigenerational support because “there’s no place like home.”
Favored by a few from the older generations was Gone with the Wind, while The Sound of
Music was a must see amongst several B’s.

NO MORE HOUSECLEANING
Q: What do you know now that you wish you’d known when
you were younger?
The best answer came from a G – she’d tell her younger self to
“stop cleaning house; it’s a thankless job that never ends.” A
close second came from an S –he’d tell his younger self to
“listen to my wife.” Hmm, bet there’s some interesting stories
behind that answer. Of course hindsight is always 20/20, and
two M’s would tell their younger selves to “buy stock in Apple.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

GENERATION GAPS AND SIMILARITIES CONTINUED
An overwhelming number of responses from all generations had more to do with taking care
of one’s self. In fact, all of the X and M generations’ answers would fall into this category,
including financial advice, taking care of your health, and getting a good education.
For several older adults, it was far easier to
answer this question as advice they’d give to
younger generations. This was especially
reflected in their advice about character and
how to treat others. They encouraged respect
for all, listening to others, patience, integrity,
temperance, and kindness.

WORLD PEACE IS NOT NUMBER ONE
Q: If you had the power to solve one problem in the
world today, what would it be and why?
While world peace came in as a very close second,
fixing relationships and how we treat others was the
top issue on many people’s minds. Those in the G, S
and B generations listed problems of prejudice, hate,
discrimination, bullying, violence, and divorce. Perhaps
not too surprising, the current political discourse and
the need for change came up across several
generations.
Curing cancer and diseases also came up across
multiple generations, while drugs were of concern to a
few G’s. Many in the younger generations would solve
world hunger, obesity, homelessness, poverty and
animal abuse.

THE (UN)OFFICIAL FINDINGS
So what did this survey tell me? Perhaps nothing except that we’re not all that different across the
generations. Of course we grew up in different eras and have different experiences as a result. But
we are all impacted by the current times in which we live. In many ways, a lot has changed over the
past century. But there’s still much that has not, and we find more in common there because we are
family.

DECEMBER 2018 CELEBRATIONS
BY: MARGARET ATKINSON
A busy and exciting month for persons of many faiths who commemorate holidays during this
month. The entire month is also known as Universal Human Rights Month and Write a
Friend Month. It is especially important to those who are missing a loved one this holiday
season to receive letters from their friends to cheer them up.

DAYS NOTED DURING THE MONTH INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
Sat. Dec. 1st. WORLD AIDS DAY, observed internationally. Still can be a medical problem in
some undeveloped countries but well-handled here in the States.
Sun. Dec. 2nd-HANUKKAH, the beginning of a week’s observance by our Jewish friends of a
holiday also known as Chanukah which commemorates the rededication in the second
century of the second temple in Jerusalem where the Jews observed a miracle. They only had
enough oil to keep a Menorah burning for one day, however it continued burning for eight
nights while they found a fresh supply of oil. Today on each of the nine branches of the
Menorah another candle is added at sundown, with the ninth candle used to light the others.
Blessings are recited during this ritual and the menorah is placed in a window. Special foods
such as fried potato pancakes and jam filled doughnuts may be served. The children often
play with derides (four-sided spinning tops).
Sun. Dec 2nd -ADVENT- A time in the Christian Churches when the faithful prepare for the
coming celebration of the Savior’s birth. In many denominations it begins the Liturgical year.
Some Churches display an Advent Wreath in their sanctuaries with a candle being placed on
each of the four corners, one being lit each Sunday by congregants with readings and prayers.
The large white candle in the center depicting Christ is lit on Christmas Eve.
Tues. Dec 4th - SANTA’S LIST DAY-Children with dreams of toys they want will be busy
making up their letters to Santa and delivering them when they visit him at the local mall.
Fri. Dec. 7th -PEARL HARBOR DAY- I was in Junior High School and can still hear in my mind
President Franklin D. Roosevelt on the radio telling us it was “A day that will live in infamy”.
Hundreds of our servicemen died on the ships sunk in the Harbor from the sneak attack by
the Japanese Air Force.
The nation immediately sprang into action with multitudes of our youth joining the military
services and many of the women homemakers going to work in factories to produce needed
armaments. Americans put aside differences and pulled together to combat the evil forces
threatening our way of life.
Sun. Dec.9th-CHRISTMAS CARD DAY- Many cards are still mailed, but with the increases in
postage, many rely on posting greetings on Facebook. Guess I am old fashioned, but I still look
forward to real mail which is growing scarcer as the years pass by.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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BY: MARGARET ATKINSON

Mon Dec 14th -NATIONAL MAPLE SYRUP DAY –A very expensive item sold in grocery stores.
When I still maintained my home here in Somerton I was fortunate to have my son in
Vermont bring me gallon containers of syrup which I kept to use all year long, most of it
coming from the trees on his property.
Fri Dec 21st - WINTER SOLSTICE- First day of winter in northern hemisphere with shortest
number of hours of daylight. Everyone is offering opinions as to whether it will be a very
cold and snowy winter, I guess it gives the weather people on TV something to talk about!
Tues. Dec 25th-CHRISTMAS-The birth of the Baby Jesus Christ to the Virgin Mary in a cave in
Bethlehem has been celebrated by Roman Catholics and Protestants since the early 4th
century on this date, while some Eastern and Orthodox Christians choose to observe it on
January 6th. There was dissension in the early centuries after his birth as to the proper date
to celebrate Christmas until 273 A.D. when western Christians chose December 25th. The
Christmas season is for twelve days ending on Epiphany.
Christians believe God sent his Son to us in human form as a baby born in lowly
circumstances, not as many scholars anticipated he would be, a warrior leading an army. He
was given Mary and Joseph to be his earthly parents so he could understand life as it affects
us mortals.
As one of the most important days on the Christian calendar, special worship services are
held early Christmas Eve, at midnight, or on Christmas Day with a large attendance of the
faithful. Christmas traditions vary throughout the world.
Germany gave us the
“Tannenbaum” (Christmas Tree) catching the fancy of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert who
introduced it to England.
In the United States Christmas was not observed as a holiday until the 1890’s. Prior to that
time, schools were open and businesses functioned. Gradually it began to become a national
holiday and greenery became popular as a decoration. The first gifts exchanged were home
made from the scrap bag but by the 1860’s merchants began selling toys and Thomas Nast of
Harper’s Weekly drew a version he imagined for Santa Claus. To this day his drawing has set
our vision of Santa. Strangely enough, early celebrations included a lot of noise and firing of
cannons thought to chase evil spirits! Trees were lit with candles once with someone
standing by with water.
Fri Dec 27th -NATIONAL FRUIT CAKE DAY-A much maligned cake that is not very popular
with the masses. However, my husband and I used to look forward to sending for one every
year.
Mon Dec 31st-NEW YEAR’S EVE-Observed around the world with parties and fireworks.
Some churches hold WATCHNIGHT services, originally held on December 31, 1862 by the
Black Churches in America when they gathered to pray for President Abraham Lincoln to sign
the Emancipation Proclamation into law so they would be recognized legally. Holding services
on New Year’s Eve has continued as there are congregations who elect to greet the New Year
with prayer.

ANNA ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
BY: MARGARET ATKINSON
When I was deciding what woman to highlight this month, I
thought of Pearl Harbor and the time when life was different
for those of us living on the home-front during the Second
World War and I immediately envisioned Eleanor Roosevelt,
First Lady to Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Following is a brief
excerpt of a woman whom President Harry Truman spoke of
as “The First Lady of the World.”
Born on October 11, 1884, Eleanor chose to drop her first
name and only use Eleanor. She had a depressing childhood,
losing both her parents and a brother to early deaths. When
her mother was alive, she did not treat her as a mother should,
calling her “Granny” because she felt Eleanor was homely. She
came from a distinguished lineage of wealthy forebears and
was the niece of President Theodore Roosevelt. She was educated in private schools including
the Allenwood School in London.
In 1905 she met Franklin Delano Roosevelt, her fifth cousin once removed and they fell in
love, although they had to meet secretly because Franklin’s mother Sara did not approve.
Despite Sara’s objections they married, however she continued to be controlling, purchasing
two homes and demanding they live next to her in one of the homes This was when Franklin
was focusing on becoming Governor of the State of New York. Later when Franklin became
President and moved to the White House, Sara moved in with them, constantly interfering in
their lives.
In 1918 Eleanor learned of Franklin’s affair with Lucy Mercer, and after some soul searching,
elected to remain as his wife. Tragedy struck in 1921 when Franklin contracted polio and
was left paralyzed in a wheelchair. Eleanor encouraged him to exercise, enrolled him in
classes in pools of warm water thought to have healing effects and did not allow him to
appear in any photographs in his wheelchair. As she assisted with his health problems, she
was raising six children but found time to fill in for him in public venues.
Seeking emotional fulfillment, after persuading Franklin to remain in politics, she began living
a public life of her own. She was quite open about her opinions on racial issues, being the
first person to invite an African American to the White House as a guest. She was the first
president’s wife to hold press conferences, host a weekly radio show, and speak at a National
Party Convention. She also wrote a newspaper column called “My Day” published 6 days a
week. She advocated for women in the work place and civil rights for Asian Americans and
African Americans in addition to making comments on current events.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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BY: MARGARET ATKINSON

These activities caused her to be the subject of derision from the media, but she did not waver
in her convictions. I recall as a child overhearing adults criticizing her actions and writings
and mimicking her speaking voice. In addition to the newspaper she authored stories in
magazines such as the Ladies Home Journal and McCalls.
During her time as First Lady, rumors abounded that she was having a questionable
relationship with her male bodyguard. Nothing was proven and the rumors gradually faded.
After F.D.R.’s death in 1945 she remained active in politics for seventeen years, serving as a
Delegate to the United Nations, helping to draft the Charter on United Nations Commission on
Human Rights and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
At the time of her death in November 1962 she was considered the most esteemed woman in
the world. In 1999 she was the ninth in the Gallup Poll of the most widely admired persons
of the 20th Century.
Numerous books have been written about her life, her autobiography has been published, and
television offers informative videos and her newspaper clippings are in the national archives.
She will remain in the annals of history as the longest serving First Lady in the U.S. as no
more can Presidents serve four terms as did F.D.R.
I found this story inspiring as it highlighted the resilience of the human spirit. A woman who
overcame the negative aspects of her life and criticism to become universally admired and
respected is a great lesson to all of us to never give up our values and dignity.

A TUESDAY TEA TRIBUTE
BY: MARGARET ATKINSON
On Tuesday October 23rd, Paul’s Run hosted a formal tea for some of the residents who were
decked out with floral headpieces and white gloves while a harpist provided a musical
background. One of the highlights was when resident Marion Stein, an energetic 102 years
young, read some of the poetry she has been composing all her life. I quote one of them:
Throughout life we experience joy, sorrow, happiness and pain
It is all in the game.
There are days we have sunshine, but we also have rain
WE ARE NUMBER ONE
For in life nothing stays the same.
by Marion Stein
Like a baby learning to walk, they have their falls and so do we
But courage is what we need, to fight for mutual respect
And the changes in life to accept.
For we are only human with feelings, so ourselves we should be
number one.
If we remember to practice this, we will experience happiness.
For peace of mind, we will have won.

INDUCTION
BY: IRVING MILLMOND
The air was crisp and cold as I made my way one morning to my local neighborhood draft board
located on the second floor of Riggles Paint Store at 29th and Ridge Avenue in my Strawberry
Mansion neighborhood. It was February 20th, 1943 and I was complying with an Order to
Report For Induction from the President of the United States.
Up until a few moments ago as I was about to depart from the only home I had known, the
seriousness and implications of the parting moments elicited emotions that had been building up
in me. My mother did her best to suppress the emotions she undoubtedly felt at my imminent
departure. I was nineteen.
Upon arriving at Local Board 40, I was joined by about thirty others from my neighborhood that
had also been summoned. From there we were provided with transportation to the Armed
Forces Induction Station (otherwise known as The Armory) at 32nd and Lancaster Avenue,
located nearby the Pennsylvania Railroad at 30th and Market Street.
We were given physical examinations, and if we passed were inducted under oath into either
land or naval forces. I was inducted into the United States army. Eventually, we were walked
over to Linton’s Restaurant nearby on Market Street for a meal at government expense.
Later that day, we boarded a train at PRR’s 30th Street Station for the Reception Center at New
Cumberland, PA, located just south of Harrisburg, where we spent three days being processed,
fed and measured for shoes and articles of clothing. The shoes and uniform clothing as well as
blankets and a duffle bag to store our gear were passed out to us as we walked through a
processing line. Each of us was provided with a carton to pack our civilian clothes for shipment
home at government expense.
At New Cumberland we were housed in one story wooden barracks heated by two or three coal
burning potbelly stoves situated in the middle of the floor. The stoves had smoke pipes that
extended upward and through the roof. A bucket and shovel were available for us to retrieve
coal stored outside each of these buildings. Being built of wood frame with no inside insulation
the interior of the barracks tended to be cold in winter. This was enough to give us incentive to
go outside and fetch coal to keep the fire going. As you might imagine, the most desirable bunks
to sleep on were those nearest the hot stoves.
Another lasting impression was the smell of the smoke that permeated the outside winter air
from the coal burning stoves. It was like the smell of hot tar used for roofing but was not quite
as acrid. I concluded that the coal they supplied was Bituminous which I had learned in school
was the so-called “soft” coal, and not the Anthracite, or “hard” coal which we burned in our
homes.
On the evening of our last day at New Cumberland, with our duffle bags on our shoulders
crammed full of newly issued gear, we were marched down to a rail head to board a train bound
for an undisclosed destination. The train began to move out of the station and continued rolling
night and day for two and a half days. For a homebody whose farthest travel experiences were to
the beach at Atlantic City or the Bronx in New York to visit his aunt Fanny, the awareness of the
great distance from home we were traveling was something to ponder.

BASIC TRAINING
BY: IRVING MILLMOND
It was a sunny afternoon in Texas as our train pulled into the outdoor rail terminus at Camp
Swift where we were greeted by an army band. In a short time we were dispatched to various
units of the 97th Infantry Division that was being formed there for training.
The commissioned and non-commissioned officers at Camp Swift that greeted us were from
the 95th Infantry Division that had trained there just before us and had since shipped out.
Those left behind comprised the cadre that would be responsible for training the newly
arriving recruits.
A fully staffed Infantry Division consists of about twelve thousand men. Of all of a Division’s
many components, I was assigned to Headquarters Battery of the 922nd Field Artillery
Battalion. A Battery in a Field Artillery Battalion is equivalent to a Company in an Infantry
Regiment with each comprising about 120 men.
Early indoctrination at Camp Swift included learning drill commands such as Right Face, Left
Face, About Face, and similar basic marching commands. We were also encouraged to
memorize our newly issued individual eight digit Army Serial Number. Periodically, we
would be lined up along the edge of a parade ground and told to walk slowly across the field
alongside of each other and scan the grass and pick up anything that didn’t grow. This was
referred to as “policing the grounds”.
When we reached the other side, the officer in charge would, invariably, express
dissatisfaction with the result and order us to do it over again, which encouraged more
conscientious effort on our part. It was an impressionable reminder that we were all buck
privates and in the army now and subject to military discipline regardless of our previous
station in life.
Cigarette smoking was a popular and common habit in those days. We were instructed to
“field strip” our cigarettes when finished smoking. This required us to tear the paper from
the cigarette butt and scatter the residual tobacco to the wind. We were then to roll the
cigarette paper into a ball and scatter it as well. Fortunately, filter tipped cigarettes were not
popular in those days so they did not contribute to the litter on the ground as they do today.
Because my civilian records showed that I had been a skilled typist and had general office
clerking skills, I was selected to be the Battery Clerk of Headquarters Battery. This meant that
after breakfast and calisthenics each morning I would be required to report for duty at
Battalion headquarters along with the four other battery clerks from Batteries A, B, C and
Service Battery. Our duties were to prepare the monthly payroll for the members of our
respective batteries and perform other administrative duties involved in maintaining soldiers
service records.
As Battery Clerks we were not exempt from required training experiences. For example, we
were summoned back to join other members of our battery to participate in target practice,
required lengthy marches, hand grenade training, obstacle courses, firing rocket launchers,
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and any other mandated training. We also took our turn on a duty roster for KP and guard
duty.
We were not required, for example, to learn how to drive a truck, lay communications wire,
operate radios, repair vehicles, cook food or direct artillery fire which was the major function
of Headquarters Battery
We maintained contact with our families back home by writing letters. A serviceman’s letter
required no postage. All we had to do was write the word “Free” where a postage stamp
would ordinarily be affixed. Each day we eagerly awaited the cry of “Mail Call”. It was then
that our postal clerk called out the names and handed out the letters to those for whom he
had mail. Getting mail from home was a morale booster; not getting mail was a
disappointment.
This was an era before e-mail, personal computers, television, cell-phones or jet-aircraft.
Long distance telephone calls from camp to home were expensive and made from a telephone
pay station in the evening at the post-exchange. If calling home was important it was
generally made on Sunday morning when rates were cheaper and when we might be in a
nearby town on a weekend pass.
A lesson I learned early in my training was when we participated in an overnight camping
experience in which we slept on the ground in the woods several miles beyond the confines
of our army post. Each of us had previously been issued a “shelter-half” as part of our
equipment. The shelter-half, when mated with another soldier’s shelter-half, converts into a
small tent for sheltering two people. If he chose to, a soldier could also use his shelter-half
with his blankets to improvise a bedroll and sleep on the ground under the stars, a practice
not recommended if rain was expected.
When we were preparing for sleep, my partner announced that he would strip off his outer
clothing, shoes and overcoat and sleep between his blankets within our tent. I opted to keep
my clothes on which included my boots and overcoat before I covered myself with my
blankets. It seemed like less trouble for only one night..
I awoke very early the following morning, very cold, with my feet nearly frozen within my
boots. I crawled out of our tent and stomped my feet on the ground to try to get some
circulation through them hoping the morning sun would soon come out to warm me. My
partner spent that night warm and snug. I learned from that experience that even though
you are covered with blankets, sleeping with your clothes and boots on prevents your body
heat from warming your arms and toes. I also learned to place the socks I had worn close to
my body when sleeping so that they would be warm and dry to wear the next morning.
During the months that followed our Division moved to other posts throughout the United
States including Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri; Camp Cook, California; Camp San Luis
Obispo, California, to name a few. There were times when our Division, now well trained,
would be required to provide replacements for overseas duty. Fortunately for me the
replacement requirement was not for Battery Clerks.

AMERICA-THE CONSTITUTION-AND DREAMS
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
In my readings of American history, I have become acquainted with two books, one by Brian
McClanahan entitled “9 Presidents who screwed up America and four who tried to save her”
and a second “Our lost Constitution”, by Senator Mike Lee. The books focus on Presidents and
their activities in relation to the Constitution. Mr. McClanahan’s frame of reference is the
current Constitution sans either omission’s or miscalculations which may be the cause of some
variations of Presidential leadership that came into play over the years. Senator Lee in his book
offers four recommendations to “reclaim the lost clauses” of the Constitution.
Ben Franklin at the conclusion of the constitutional convention in 1796, wrote this:
“I confess there are several parts of this Constitution which, I do not present approve, but I am
not sure I shall ever approve them--- I doubt to whether to any other convention that we can
obtain may be able to obtain may be able to make a better Constitution----it therefore
astonishes me, sir, to find this system approaching as near to perfection as it does and I think it
will astonish our enemies”. This assessment has, I believe, proven to be quite accurate over the
course of time, since then.
Some quotes offer insight of the framers of the Constitution, George Washington:
“However (political Parties) may now and then answer popular ends, they are likely in the
course of time and things, to become potent engines, by which cunning, ambitious. and
unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the people and to usurp for
themselves the reins of government, destroying afterwards the very engines which have lifted
them to unjust dominion”
John Jay (the Federalist papers-1787)-first chief Justice of the Supreme Court:
“Nothing is more certain than the indispensable necessity of government, and it is equally
undeniable, that whenever and however it is instituted, the people must cede to it some of their
natural rights, in order to vest it with requisite powers”.
Again, accurate perceptions, playing a role in the analysis of these two books.
Ben Franklin’s observations about the Constitution were correct as to its virtues but equally so I
believe, in that it is not a perfect, although almost so, form of governance. These imperfections
became factors in situations which required emergency actions, and as foreseen by George
Washington, became the engines of not only Presidential actions, but also in the analysis of
these two books evaluating such actions, as well. While both books agreed such emergency,
actions were in the main reflected public approval and both agreed most did not meet
Constitutional standards, Mr. McClanahan described the actions of the 9 Presidents who
“screwed” America, as smashing or splintering those standards implying, to be consistent with
Washington’s, words, being viewed by him, as being ambitious or unprincipled actions; while
Senator Lee used the words ducking or dodging implying cunning, a far milder determinant. In
the last section of his book labeled “the four who tried to save her” Mr. McClanahan lists four
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Presidents, three of whom on their watch vetoed legislation in support of “our natural rights”,
as described in John Jay’s Federalist paper, and a fourth, Thomas Jefferson, was accused of
unconstitutional actions during his Presidency. Of interest as well was Mr. McClanahan’s
omission of President James Madison and James Monroe. both founding fathers and both of
whom were accused during their Presidency of having engaged in similar unconstitutional
actions.
Senator Lee In the closing section of his book is labeled, reclaiming the lost clauses by the use
of the courts, through legislation, by the use of the power of the purse and finally by citizens
becoming more knowledgeable about the Constitution, and participating in the discourse of its
application and most importantly as knowledgeable voters in the elective process.
In my readings of these two books, and in my research about the Constitution I have attained a
greater appreciation of the document itself, the great men who participated in its creation, and
those who have over the years taken part in implementing its words into government. We as
citizens should and must be aware and knowledgeable of the actions and intent of those we
select to represent us in this democratic nation, and be committed to the perpetuation of
freedom and justice. We should heed the sage voices our forefathers and expect our chosen
representatives will do no less. To do so is both our duty and joy, as it reflects the hopes of our
parents, as well as the founding fathers, and of those Americans who gave their lives, their
sweat, and their talents, to this dream. Current events should not distract us from either the
nobility or the perpetuity of those dreams, or to the need to overcome any and all
shortcomings, in the reaching of these goals.

MAN-HIS NATURE-HIS MAKE-UP- HIS DREAMS
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
Some men are drawn to those activities which call out for those who’re introverted
As for example a number of religious orders that call for silence from morn to bed
Most religions of the East or the West are focused on prayer and/or contemplation
They are committed to search their souls to contact their deity in communication
Such orders house women and men in community separated from the environment
Individual hermits of religions, practice silence and meditation in cave or in tent
Seeking guidance, a direction so as to reach out and becoming their Gods’ agent
Another group of humans of an introverted bent are those whose work is creation
While their art is not as confining they often will seek for their muse in isolation
To follow a dream, composing music or poetry, requires talent also concentration
As in the writing of literature and plays may use research, as a part of preparation
In sculpture and painting their creation may allow co- mingling with environment
The creative process is singular in nature, needing artist and muse to merge intent
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Man, as other creatures, social in nature, seeing a community as his form of group
To socialize and his ego must merge the introvert and the extrovert forming a loop
Of ego assessing internal needs and external limits and a persona comes into being
With perceived characteristics as compulsive or thoughtful, noble and even greed
Community needs an acceptable process and selection of a preferred output seed
Man has in his history has too often fallen victim to imperfection and to his greed
On occasion he reached for nobility, this nation we are pledged a dream to achieve
That our nation so conceived and so dedicated to equality can live and long endure
So, this government of the people, by the people, and for the people, remains pure

MAGIC-WORDS AND MUSIC
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
I woke this morning surrounded by words which were like unto music to my ear
I heard the word intoxication as a melody by Shubert, light and breezy not to fear
Then came conundrum, as a roar of the tympani roll, a part of a Berlioz symphony
I next heard abstraction softly and sweetly as a passage by Mozart, one so heavenly
Ergo by collusion and confusion a duet Wagnerian, weighty with the smell of beer
Next were collection and selection a Humperdinck duet accompanied by Halo clear
Following them came construction which to me is a fugue of Johan Sebastian Bach
Then appeared the word erudition a sound somber, Germanic as Schuman und ach
I next envisioned adornment which to me suggested elegance as Felix Mendelson
Evolution? non-other than John Phillip Sousa along with a very brassy sousaphone
Why not chaotic, as the balled the Rite of Spring by non-other than Igor Stravinsky
Or even melodic as the quartet from the grand opera Rigoletto by Giuseppe Verdi
I am enamored with the word fluently as in Madam Butterfly by Giacomo Puccini
The word dexterity is one that I relate to the violin concertos of Niccolò Paganini
And then as for smooth who can do it better than Frank Sinatra in singing my way
And when I hear the word spectacular I’ll take Streisand in singing People, any day
So, what’s all this business of mixing music with poetic words and even some song
I will take it every day that I can and I can’t imagine anything better to come along

ON BEING AN AMERICAN PRESIDENT
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
For the worlds many children reality blocks out hope, bitterness is their daily brew
They cling to fantasy but get no manna from adults whose diet is of poverty’s stew
Yet among Christian nations the spirit of sharing and giving in season, is observed
It would be a wonder if such spirit to one able do much good as POTUS, is heard
Where one might find a liking for milk of kindness to best those acids of derision
Allowing families to remain together assessing the risks of return to the host nation
And the sharing of information gathered to the host nation to assist its eradication
What! say you, Donald Trump as Santa Claus? Does such fantasy make us pause?
Trump applying the principles of American Declaration, to immigrants for cause?
A happening as this in 2016 with an American President would not have surprised
This itself should delineate how far we have slid since the ISIS threat was decried
Are we a wall, deflecting bands of women and children who seek only sanctuary?
Has POTUS aborted the American dream using venom in the place of opportunity?
Can there be freedom when there is an absence of that which we agree is a virtue?
Can we without faith commit to virtue and accept that it is at one along with true?
And is the resultant freedom when such virtue merges with faith, a matter of state?
Is this essence of unalienable right to life, liberty, & pursuit of happiness, our fate?
Isn’t this the promise of America, and our national credo that made America great?
Yes. a Virginian, Thomas Jefferson, penned these clauses to be harbingers of glee
To share by all, children included, all of those who’ve ingested life’s malignancy
Do we not now expect our President, should become the bearer of this one story
That our founding fathers bequeathed the nation as one of our life’s, philosophy

A CHRISTMAS WISH LIST 2018
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
1-It is my wish for Good health to all, and may we find all we hoped for under our festival tree
2-It is my wish in the name of all the residents, to thank all the staff for their concern, care,
plus the many good deeds, they perform on a daily basis
3-I wish to thank all my fellow residents, even those who do not agree with me, for putting up
with my articles, opinions, and peccadillos each and every month
4-It is my wish to offer special thanks to dining staff who put up with us cranky seniors and
seem to always come back for more with a smile
5-I wish to thank administrative staff tor always being ready to listen in fair hearings and to
make change appropriately, in my opinion, most of the time
6-After 7 plus years of residency perfect its not, better than expected by a lot, and I hope to
offer some wishes that will bring Paul’s Run nearer to perfection
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7-I start with food. I wish the favorite soups such as hot pea soup, hot chicken noodle or Rice
soups, be served more often and creamed soups less often
8-I wish each menu cycle would include one or two new entrees such as lamb chops and avoid
repeating entrees within at least a two-day period
9- I wish the serving of entrees could be more pleasing to the eye, separated by dish, gravy on
the side, attention to color, Better looking food tastes better
10 I wish an administrative representative would be at dinner for a day each week, one day of
observation is more revealing than many a word
11- I wish as was the case before when we had music at dinner a soloist, or small group which
made that dinner a very special night
12- I wish we had a bulletin board of hospitalized residents posting general information ongoing ,the facility and whether or not they would take calls
13 I again wish that all enjoy good health and joy in this holiday season of good intentions

MY CREED
BY: JACK BIRNBAUM
The word creed usually refers to a system of beliefs and/ or philosophy
In my case, being American my belief is equality and freedoms in our democracy
But the definition of those words, do articulate different concepts to different folks
The difference as reflected in philosophies can lead to frictions serious, sans jokes
When the President of a nation invites others to live here citing a merit reservation
While the tradition and law of this nation specifically extends a blanket invitation
We beget two incompatible philosophies with a need for a remedy by adjudication
We as a nation recognize diversity using hyphenated ethnic titles for identification\
Irish-Americans or Italian Americans are Amercans with a nod, for their ethnicity
So, when immigrant groups are labeled rapists, killers and terrorists sans eligibility
This President has denied their use of unalienable rights but of due process, as well
This philosophic fracture widens its racial bent as merit is seen in Norse migrations
While moaning the hordes of refugees running from out of those s**t Hole nations
And a building of the wall for Mexicans, South American hordes, seeking of safety
A new move to strip citizensenry from immigrant children born here, as a penalty
And so, the battle lines have been drawn President Trump stands against my father
By your standards America would have said to him not to seek asylum, why bother
All he did was love this country and for what it promised him freedom and equality
And even in the depression he believed in America where work did make one free
He passed this on to me and my generation and I to mine as being a family legacy
Mr. Trump you may think by birth you are able to stand and speak for this nation
I know better, I speak for the founding fathers, and my father that, is my equation

ACROSS
1. ____'s Famous Olde Tyme Root
39. "National Treasure" actor
Beer
42. Type of chart
5. Dental products brand
43. Like Jack Sprat's diet
10. Small newts
47. "El ___" (1983 film)
14. "Typee" sequel
48. Sloth
15. "Born on the _____"
51. Early settler of India
16. Have the courage
52. Parent in the wings,
17. Wholly
perhaps
19. Bench warrant, e.g.
54. Hymn-singing group
20. Blacktop
57. Foes
21. Lamb sandwiches
62. German title
22. Getty or Rockefeller, notably
63. Most horrific
26. Go around in circles
66. The King's followers?
30. Bond's forte
67. "The Godfather" subject
34. Famed English odist
68. Miss, in Madrid (abbr.)
35. Pre-college exams, for short
69. General of chicken fame
36. Virtual address
70. Brit's potato chip
37. Napping
71. "The Da Vinci Code" priory

DOWN
1. ___ Raton, Florida
2. Novelist Oz
3. Play boisterously
4. Hebrew letter
5. Division signs
6. Shakes up
7. Nautical affirmative
8. Chatroom guffaw
9. Stock broker's order
10. He played Uncle Albert in
"Mary Poppins"
11. Actor Jamie of "M*A*S*H"
12. The Wise Men, e.g.
13. Solidifies
18. Noted Chinese philosopher
21. Slimy stuff
23. Merit badge org.
24. Suitable
25. Classic Parker Brothers game
26. Congo creature
27. Shellac ingredient
28. Bound bundles
29. Resident ending
31. Cowboy Gene
32. TV host Van Susteren
33. Comedienne Degeneres
38. Emotional request
40. Canine coating
41. "Should ___ shouldn't..."
44. Neighbor of Scot.
45. King defeater
46. Moriarty, to Holmes
49. God of fertility
50. Paper size (abbr.)
53. Like some beer
54. Discussion among netizens
55. Egg layers
56. "...____ not. There is no try"
("Star Wars" line)
58. Young woman's title
59. Yesterday in Milan
60. This, in Mexico City
61. Lee of Marvel Comics
63. Yukon maker
64. Bit of wry laughter
65. Film-preserving org. in L.A.

LIBERTY WELLNESS
&
LIBERTY AT HOME
FOR YOUR
PRIVATE DUTY SERVICES

CALL 215-934-3050

FRIENDLY REMINDER

MAIL ISSUES

Our lobby is so
beautiful. Please be
careful when eating
or drinking in that are

RESIDENTS ARE
ASKED TO RETURN
TO THE RECEPTIONISTS
ANY MISDIRECTED
DELIVERY FROM THE
UNITED STATES POST OFFICE.
THE RECEPTIONISTS WILL
ASSURE IT IS RETURNED TO THE
POSTAL WORKER FOR DELIVERY
TO THE CORRECT RECIPIENT.

THANK YOU

FLOWERS
FOR THE CHAPEL
THE GENERAL STORE
HOURS OF OPERATION

PAUL’S RUN

Beauty Shop
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9 AM - 4 PM

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-4:30PM
10AM-1:00PM

MANICURIST:
WEDNESDAY &
FRIDAY 9AM-4PM

CONTACT
ANNE AMATO
FOR APPOINTMENT
215-934-3055
WALK-INS
WELCOME

The Housekeeping Department is
asking for your cooperation in
maintaining a sanitary
environment for all of our
residents. Recently there have been
complaints about residents leaving
trash in the hallway instead of
disposing of it properly in the trash
rooms. We are asking that all trash
be placed in the proper receptacles
in the trash rooms located on each
floor. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Each week, new flowers are
delivered to the Chapel on Friday
morning.
The
flowers
are
provided for worship in the
Shabbat service on Friday night
and the Christian service on
Sunday morning. The flowers are
often given in memory of loved
ones or to celebrate other
occasions.
The $25 charge is used to cover
the cost of the flowers. There is a
sign-up sheet on the main bulletin
board by the dining room. Lee
Levy or the Chaplain can answer
your questions.
Residents can sign up to sponsor
flowers individually or as a group.
Please feel free to sign up and join
in to support this small beauty in
the Chapel.

